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Event Summary - Public Story: 
 
Early spring, shortly after the 24th year after the founding of New Gyr, several explosive devices 
were detonated in the downtown square of Three Stone Harbor, the capital of New Gyr. The 
smoke was in the clear black and white colors of the Agerran flag. There were less than a 
hundred casualties. Negation of the health hub was the result materials in the ball bearings 
which negated the healthhub effects. While evidence points to the attack being caused by 
Agerran Purists, no conclusive evidence was obtained and the investigation is ongoing despite 
the lack of leads.  
 

Note: All of the following has NOT been released to the Public and is CLASSIFIED 
 

Event Details: 
 
Use of special materials in the ball bearings was a cover story to hide the fact that the Health 
Hub was temporally brought down during the attack. This is the largest clue we have about who 
is responsible since there are only a few entities that have the knowledge to perform a 
takedown of several hours without leaving lasting damage. These include 
 

- Agents/operatives of the major worlds governments 
- Mega-corporations that operate colonial operations (e.g. Enterios)  
- Capital ship engineering teams (since the ships typically contain an integrated health 

hub) 
- Health Hub engineering crew and staff 

 
During the initial investigation, we effectively ruled out the Health Hub engineering crew and 
staff on world, so suspects would have to be current or former individuals with ties to the other 
three.  
 
The explosives themselves leave no real clues. They were improvised devices but created with 
a high degree of precision. The devices were fairly identical. And contained no special or 



abnormal features. There was a degree of redundancy built in with receivers and broadcasters 
so that one device going off would trigger all others as well as each device maintaining an 
individual receiver to get the signal. These were tied to the health hub and records show that the 
Hub went down about 90 seconds before the detonations.  
 
The explosives themselves did not go off all at once but were detonated in a sequence. The 
attack appears engineered to force people away from the initial site toward one of several exit 
paths where subsequent detonations would target the groups fleeing.  
 
The presence of materials in the explosives in the colors of the Agerran flag may lead one to 
think this was an attack carried out by Agerre or Agerran Purists, but the attack could easily be 
carried out by individuals pretending to be these parties to deflect blame from them.  
 
At this time there is no further evidence or leads, however it is possible some information from 
the attack was snatched up by information brokers, so it is possible that it exists somewhere out 
there. People have been encouraged to come forward with rewards, but so far no one has taken 
up that offer.  
 

List of Possible Suspects  
 
Analysis of the attack and events prior to and afterward have narrowed our list of suspects to 
three primary entities (presented here in no particular order) 
 
 

- Enterios Corporation 
- Agerran Purists 
- Ya-Rett’s Irregulars/Admiral Therra 

 
Enterios Corporation - Prior to the attack, the Silent Conversation was considering re-evaluating 
contracts with Enterios for private security services. The New Gyr Militia had reached a capacity 
that it would soon be able to provide all on-world security services. Given the potential profit loss 
to Enterios, a terrorist attack would create fear and panic and lead to an increase in security 
which Enterios would be in direct position to benefit. Profits to their security group on New Gyr 
increased substantially in the quarters immediately following the attack.  
 
Agerran Purists - There are a number of Agerrans who are currently offworld but loyal to the 
Commonwealth and the old way. Furthermore reports coming offworld of the acts committed by 
Ya-Rett’s Irregulars and the lack of action by the Silent Conversation to stop them have lead 
some to believe that Gyrans need to be targeted. This attack was to send a clear message. 
Information obtained after the attack indicates that prior to it, the Silent Conversation was 



considering condemning the actions of the Irregulars in relation to Agerre. However it was 
leaked that some influential members would not support this action, which would have prompted 
the Agerran Purists to strike. Ultimately the Silent Conversation did not comment on the issue of 
the Irregulars and Agerre.  
 
Ya-Rett’s Irregulars/Admiral Therra - When it was revealed that the Silent Conversation was 
considering condemning the actions of the Irregulars in relation to Agerre, some of the Irregulars 
expressed disgust that they were being abandoned by New Gyr. In an effort to demonstrate how 
dangerous the Agerren threat was, launching an attack on New Gyr and pinning on the 
Agerrans would have public support for the blockade increase and prevent the Silent 
Conversation from condemning the attacks, possibly even causing them to publicly support the 
actions of the Irregulars for the first time. Ultimately the Silent Conversation did not comment on 
the issue of the Irregulars and Agerre. Given the high degree of control that Admiral Therra 
maintains on the fleet, it is unlikely that such an operation would occur without his knowledge or 
involvement.  
 

Analysis of Information on Public Perception 
 
This information was classified for two reasons.  
 

1) The sabotage of the Health Hub would create a panic that is unnecessary. There were 
only five instances of a Health Hub being disabled in the past 30 years on New Gyr. 
Once during the Phaelos III Criss, once during this attack and three times for scheduled 
maintenance activities. The Health Hubs are secure and new measures have been put in 
place to prevent the sabotage that came before the Three Stone Harbor attack.  

2) Public sentiment could be swayed if accucations start to arise without evidence against 
the suspects. There are individuals who would benefit from Enterios having restrictions 
placed against them, some people still harbor a dislike for Agerrans (particularly Gyrans 
and members of the former lower casts of Ze), and some people would like to apply 
pressure to the Irregulars to end the blockade of Agerre - either by removing the fleet or 
removing Agerre.  

 
 






